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(R4) 15:25 FONTWELL, 2m 5f 135y 

Roa/racing Post Owners' Jackpot Handicap Chase (Class 4) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 623P-35 DILIGENT (FR) 33 
br g Kapgarde - Rapide

5 11 - 12t Miss H Welch (7)
Mrs Dunn

115

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, emerald green and yellow hooped cap
Timeform says: Showed fairly useful form over fences for Guillaume Macaire last year and
though quiet start over hurdles for this yard. May do better back chasing, however.
(Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

2 1223-58 JARLATH 135 (10F) 
b g Norse Dancer - Blue Lullaby

7 11 - 6 Kevin Jones (5)
J W Mullins

109

Jockey Colours: Red, dark blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap
Timeform says: Not the most sure-footed of jumpers but couldn't rule out given that he's
back down to his last winning mark and had a recent spin on the Flat.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

3 5/71244- SONOFTHEKING (IRE) 210 
b g King's Theatre - Nikadora

10 11 - 5t Matt Griffiths
Miss Martin

108

Jockey Colours: Maroon, beige star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Winner at Exeter in November and good second at Hereford next time.
Disappointed next 2 starts but could bounce back on return.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

4 F2432-1 NEVER LEARN (IRE) 150 C 
b g King's Theatre - Hamari Gold

7 11 - 0t R Johnson
C L Tizzard

103

Jockey Colours: Black, yellow triple diamond, red sleeves, yellow cap
Timeform says: Getting the hang of things over fences now, off the mark when beating 6
rivals here (26f) in May. Drop back in trip a slight concern but still a very likely player.
(Forecast 3.25)

Notes: 

5 221892 HOWLONGISAFOOT (IRE) 37 D 
b g Beneficial - Miss Vic

9 10 - 13b Tom Cannon
C Gordon

102

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, dark blue stars, emerald green sleeves, emerald green cap, dark blue
star
Timeform says: Seemed to be motivated by the return to chasing/change of headgear when
just denied at Worcester last time but uncertain to reproduce that.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

6 P3/2133
-

REDMOND (IRE) 182 CD 
b g Tikkanen - Medal Quest

8 10 - 9t Nick Scholfield
Jack Barber

98

Jockey Colours: Grey, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, emerald green stars, royal blue cap,
emerald green star
Timeform says: Built on promising return to open account on second start for this yard over
C&D in February and quickly back on track when third at Taunton, catching the eye. May
have more to offer this season.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: JARLATH can sometimes be let down by his jumping but he ran well at this
track last season and could be worth chancing back down to his last winning mark. Redmond is lightly
raced for his age and may still have more to offer this season, while Never Learn is getting the hang of
things now.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: JARLATH (2) 
2: REDMOND (6) 
3: NEVER LEARN (4)


